E.O. 11652: GDS
TAGS: PINS MX
SUBJ: PRI GOVERNOR CANDIDATE IN GUERRERO REPORTEDLY
       ABducted by CABANAS GUERRILLA ORGANIZATION

1. SUMMARY: MEXICO CITY PRESS MORNING OF JUNE 3 CARRIES SUPPOSED
   COMMUNIQUE FROM LUCIO CABANAS GUERRILLA GROUP IN STATE OF
   GUERRERO SAYING PRI GOVERNOR CANDIDATE, SEN. RUBEN
   FIGUEROA, IS ITS PRISONER. COMMUNIQUE DEMANDS REMOVAL OF
   TROOPS AND POLICE FROM CABANAS'S AREA OF OPERATIONS AS PRECON-
   DITION TO NEGOTIATIONS. SINCE FIGUEROA HAD ANOUNCED INTENT
   TO MEET CABANAS AND OFFER HIM "TOTAL AMNESTY," IT IS NOT YET
   CERTAIN WHETHER BONA FIDE ABDUCTION HAS OCCURRED. HOWEVER,
   RECENT CAPTURE AND CONTINUING DETENTION OF ONE OF CABANAS'S
   PRINCIPAL LIEUTENANTS WOULD APPEAR TO OFFER MORE THAN ADEQUATE
   MOTIVE. END SUMMARY.

2. SEVERAL MEXICO CITY DAILIES JUNE 3 CARRY ACCOUNT OF A COMMUNIQUE
   FROM SO-CALLED "PARTY OF THE POOR," GUERRILLA GROUP HEADED BY
   LUCIO CABANAS BARRIENTOS. COMMUNIQUE WAS FOUND IN TRASH CAN
   IN ACAPULCO NIGHT OF JUNE 2 AFTER LOCAL NEWSPAPER HAD BEEN
   ALERTED BY TELEPHONE CALL.

3. COMMUNIQUE IS ADDRESSED TO (PRESIDENT) "LUIS ECHEVERRIA
   ALVAREZ, RELATIVES OF RUBEN FIGUEROA, AND PUBLIC OPINION".
   TEXT BEGINS WITH STATEMENT: "THROUGH CIRCUMSTANCES WHICH WE
   TODO.

EXTEND CLASSIFICATION
4. As initial demand and apparent precondition to negotiations, communique asks withdrawal of troops and "secret" and judicial police from four towns (Tecpan, Coyuca, San Jeronimo and Atoyac) in guerrillas' principal area of operations. It concludes by saying party of poor has as its mission to stage "the new revolution, which will be socialist and will overthrow the bourgeoisie (so that) the poor will govern with a proletarian regime. We pay no attention to the PRI."

5. Date of Figueroa's departure from residence in Acapulco (and/or of his disappearance) not clear; some accounts indicate he was last seen on May 30. Figueroa was due in Iguala, Guerrero, morning of June 2 for state assembly of national Campesino Federation, which was to tender him its support as "precandidate" for governor of the state. Assembly went ahead in his absence.

6. In recent interviews and press statements, Figueroa had indicated that his principal task as governor would be to "pacify" the state and, to that end, he intended to meet with Cabanas and offer him "total amnesty". Figueroa had added "If there was amnesty for Pancho Villa, whose name is now inscribed in gold letters in the halls of Congress, why not amnesty for Cabanas?" Figueroa's offer had already been put down by leftist weekly Por Que?, which cited previous Gomamortezies that had lead to murder of their beneficiaries.

7. Figueroa, 65, has had long and checkered political/governmental career, including two terms in chamber of deputies (1940-43 and 1964-67). He has headed a truckers' federation department.

For more than 30 years and is reportedly a millionaire. Aside from that position and current service in Senate, he is also "vocal ejecutivo" of commission for development of the Balsas River basin, a post in which he succeeded the late ex-pres. Lazaro Cardenas. Figueroa two years ago was accused of financing a criminal named Miguel Castro Bustos, whose activities convulsed the autonomous national university in Mexico City for several weeks. He has long aspired to governorship of Guerrero and finally got the nod this year, although he hardly fits image of Echeverria administration. He is due
TO BE NOMINATED BY STATE CONVENTION OF PRI ON JUNE 23. ELECTION IS SCHEDULED FOR DEC. 1 INAUGURATION FOR APRIL 1, 1975. (FIGUEROA WOULD ALSO APPEAR TO REPRESENT PRECISELY THE KIND OF OFFICIAL TO WhOSE ELIMINATION CABANAS AND OTHER GUERRILLAS ARE MOST COMMITTED).

8. COMMENT: ASSUMING FIGUEROA CASE REPRESENTS GENUINE POLITICAL ABDUCTION, IT WILL REPRESENT FIRST REAL TEST OF ECHEVERRIA ADMINISTRATION’S “NO DEAL” POLICY ESTABLISHED IN ARANGUREN/WILLIAMS CASES IN GUADALAJARA LAST FALL (SEE A-531 OF OCT. 19, 1973). SOME SUPPORT FOR SPECULATION THAT GENUINE ABDUCTION HAS OCCURRED LIES IN FACT THAT ONE OF CABANAS’S PRINCIPAL LIEUTENANTS, RODOLFO MOLINA MARTINEZ ALIAS ISIDRO CASTRO FUENTES AND JOSE LUIS ORBE, WAS RECENTLY ARRESTED BY GOM; (BOTH ALIASES APPEAR AMONG "SIGNERS" OF JUNE 2 COMMUNIQUE). NUMEROUS OTHER FOLLOWERS AND RELATIVES OF CABANAS ARE ALSO UNDER DETENTION.
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*** Current Classification *** CONFIDENTIAL